Senior Backend Developer (m/f)
We are a young and venture-backed team with the goal to revolutionize the sub-metering and energy market. At
Messhelden we are passionate about developing state of the art technology to analyze individual energy
consumption and improve energy efficiency (www.messhelden.com). For this exciting new opportunity in the fast
growing property tech sector, we are looking for a dedicated Senior Backend Developer to join our team in Berlin.

Your role:






You will implement highly scalable solutions with state-of-the-art-technologies together with your team
You build and maintain different products and microservices that will run on cloud based hosting
environments as well as physical gateways
You build and maintain our APIs, infrastructures and data pipeline
You write clean code, automatically test and continuously deploy it
You are eager to learn new technologies that will improve our products and development flow

Your qualifications:








B.S. or M.S. in Computer Science, Mathematics, Physics or Engineering
At least 3+ years of work experience in web development and software engineering (preferably Ruby, Elixier,
Go)
High interest in learning new technologies (Elixier, Go Lang or similar) and provide or implement suggestions
for improvements where applicable
Experience with stream processing and/or message-driven architectures (e.g. Kafka, Cassandra, Spark) in
production environment is a strong plus
Experience with Agile Development, Git, BDD/TDD
Very good communication skills with high English proficiency
Entrepreneurial drive to create successful products

What we offer:






Join a promising early stage startup within an exciting sector of property & energy management which is
disrupted by digitalization
Profit from working closely with experienced serial entrepreneurs who co-founded 3 successful companies
within the last 10 years
Freedom to design and use the latest technologies where relevant (“Best tool for the job” approach)
Stay on top of current industry trends and join tech conferences to present your work, and meet-ups all
around the globe
Competitive salary with the option of company shares

Interested? - Submit your CV and motivational letter to jobs@messhelden.com

